Abstract. In this paper, we continue our previous research studies of exponential ultradistribution semigroups in Banach spaces. The existence and uniqueness of analytical solutions of abstract fractional relaxation equations associated with the generators of exponential ultradistribution semigroups have been considered. Some other results are also proved.
Introduction and preliminaries
The class of (exponential) distribution semigroups in Banach spaces was introduced by J. L. Lions in [24] . Along with the papers [3] by W. Arendt on integrated semigroups and vector-valued Widder representation theorem, and [6] by G. Lumer and I. Cioranescu on K-convoluted semigroups, the paper [24] has been a motivation for a great number of other authors to study various classes of (ultra-)distribution semigroups in the setting of Banach spaces or, more generally, locally convex spaces (cf. [1] , [2] , [10] - [12] , [17] , [22] , [25] - [26] , [29] - [30] and references cited therein for further information). Following the approaches employed in [23] - [24] , the authors of [20] have defined the classses of L-ultradistribution semigroups and ultradistribution semigroups with non-densely defined generators. In [21] , some structural characterizations of ultradistribution semigroups and exponential ultradistribution semigroups have been proved. Motivated by the ideas from D. Fujiwara's research of exponential distribution semigroups [9] , we shall prove some new characterizations of spaces of vector-valued tempered ultradistributions in Proposition 2.1. In Theorem 2.3, we consider the existence and uniqueness of analytical solutions of abstract fractional relaxation equations associated with the generators of exponential ultradistribution semigroups. Some new qualitative properties of solutions of the first order abstract Cauchy problem (ACP ) clarified below have been proved in the case that the operator A generates an exponential ultradistribution semigroup of (M p )-class and that the initial value x belongs to the abstract Beurling space associated with the operator A.
We use the standard terminology throughout the paper. We impose the following conditions (cf. [14] ) on the sequence (M p ) p∈N0 of positive real numbers satisfying
Every employment of the condition
which is a slightly stronger than (M.3) ′ , will be explicitly emphasized. The Gevrey sequence M p = p! s , s > 1 satisfies all the above conditions. The associated function M (ρ) of sequence (M p ) on (0, +∞) is defined by M (ρ) = sup p∈N ln ρ p Mp , ρ > 0. We know that he function t → M (t), t ≥ 0 is increasing as well as that lim λ→∞ M (λ) = ∞ and that the function M (·) vanishes in some open neighborhood of zero. Put
The spaces of ultradifferentiable functions of * -class and ultradistributions of * -class are defined in the sequel. Let ∅ = Ω ⊆ R, and let ∅ = K ⋐ Ω denote a compact set in Ω. Set, for every h > 0,
Equipped with the norm · D {Mp},h K := sup x∈K,α∈N0
becomes a Banach space. Define also, as locally convex spaces, D
(Ω) will be understood in the sense of [13] . The spaces of tempered ultradistributions of the Beurling, resp., the Roumieu type, are defined in [27] as duals of the following test spaces
where for each h > 0,
The common notation for symbols (M p ) and {M p } will be * .
It is said that a function P (ξ) = α∈N0 a α ξ α , ξ ∈ R is an ultrapolynomial of the class (M p ), resp. {M p }, if the coefficients a α satisfy the estimate
for some L > 0 and C > 0, resp. for every L > 0 and some C L > 0. The corresponding operator P (D) = α∈N0 a α D α is said to be an ultradifferential operator of the class (M p ), resp. {M p } (see [13] ).
Let X and Y be two Hausdorff sequentially complete locally convex spaces over the field of complex numbers. By L(X, Y ) we denote the space consisting of all continuous linear mappings from X into Y ; L(X) ≡ L(X, X). A C 0 semigroup (T (t)) t≥0 on X (cf. [16] and [28] for the notion) is called locally equicontinuous if the family {T (t) : t ∈ [0, t 0 ]} is equicontinuous for all t 0 > 0; (T (t)) t≥0 is called (globally) equicontinuous if the family {T (t) : t ≥ 0} is equicontinuous. Recall that any C 0 -semigroup in a barreled space X is automatically locally equicontinuous
Henceforth we shall always assume that (E, · ) is a complex Banach space. Let A be a closed linear operator with domain D(A) and range R(A) contained in E. Since no confusion seems likely, we will identify A with its graph; [D(A)] denotes the Banach space D(A) equipped with the graph norm x [D(A)] := x + Ax , x ∈ D(A). As is usually the case, ρ(A) denotes the resolvent set of A and R(λ : A) denotes the operator (λI −A) −1 (λ ∈ ρ(A)), where I stands for the identity operator on E. If F is a linear subspace of E, then we define the part of A in F, A |F for short, by
. We denote by A α (E) the vector space consisting of all analytic mappings from Σ α into E (α ∈ (0, π]). The following system of seminorms
We define the abstract Beurling space of (M p ) class associated to a closed linear operator A as in [5] . Put
, where
we denote the space consisting of those L(E)-valued ultradistributions G of * -class for which supp(G) ⊆ [0, ∞) (cf. [17] for the notion) and by D * 0 we denote the space consisting of those ultradifferentiable functions ϕ of * -class such that ϕ(t) = 0 for t ≤ 0. We refer the reader to [13] - [14] for further information concerning the convolution of (vector-valued) ultradifferentiable functions and ultradistributions of * -class.
then it is said that G is a pre-(UDSG) of * -class. If (U.5) and (U.2) are fulfilled for G, then G is called an ultradistribution semigroup of * -class, in short, (UDSG). A pre-(UDSG) G is said to be dense if it additionally satisfies (U.3).
2. An L-ultradistribution semigroup G of * -class is said to be exponential, EL-ultradistribution semigroup of * -class in short, if in addition to (U.1) − (U.4), G fulfills:
Then we say that G is of order a. Conditions (U.6), (U.5), resp., (U.6), (U.5) and (U.2), define an exponential pre-(UDSG), resp., exponential (UDSG), and they are denoted by pre-(EUDSG), resp., (EUDSG).
The definition of (infinitesimal) generator A of an ultradistribution semigroup G of * -class is defined by
Since every L-ultradistribution semigroup G of * -class is also an ultradistribution semigroup of * -class ( [20] ), the definition of (infinitesimal) generator of such a semigroup is clear. We refer the reader to [20] for the notion of an (exponential) ultradistribution fundamental solution for a closed linear operator A acting on E.
For the sake of convenience, we shall remind the reader of the following important result. 
for all k > 0 and λ ∈ C, ℜλ > a.
Before proceeding further, we would like to write down the following facts about (exponential) ultradistribution semigroups of * -class. If the operator A generates an (exponential) ultradistribution semigroup G of * -class, then there exists an injective operator C ∈ L(E) such that the operator A generates a (an exponentially bounded) C-regularized semigroup (T (t)) t≥0 on E (cf. [17, Section 3.6] ). This implies that there exist two Fréchet spaces Y and W such that Y ֒→ X ֒→ W (֒→ means the continuous embedding), as well as that A |Y generates a C 0 -semigroup on Y and that A = B |X , where B generates a C 0 -semigroup on W ; without going into full details, it should be only noticed that in (M p )-case Y may be chosen to be exactly E (Mp) (A), the abstract Beurling space of the operator A (then A |E (Mp ) (A) ∈ L(E (Mp) (A)); cf. [17, Theorem 3.6.6] for more details). Furthermore, if the ultradistribution semigroup G generated by A is exponential, then Y and W may be chosen to be Banach spaces ( [8] ).
Let α > 0, β ∈ R, γ ∈ (0, 1), and let m = ⌈α⌉. Then the Caputo fractional derivative D α t u(t) is defined for those functions u ∈ C m−1 ([0, ∞) : E) for which
The Mittag-Leffler function E α,β (z) is defined by E α,β (z) := ∞ n=0 (z n /Γ(αn + β)), z ∈ C. Here we assume that 1/Γ(αn + β) = 0 if αn + β ∈ −N 0 . Set, for short, 
Characterization of exponential ultradistribution semigroups
The following proposition is motivated by D. Fujiwara's research of exponential distribution semigroups (cf. [9, Lemma 1]). Proposition 2.1.
(i) Let a 0 ≥ 0, and let e −a0· G ∈ L(S (Mp) (R), L(E)). Then there exists h ′ > 0 such that, for every a > a 0 and for every non-empty compact set K ⊆ [0, ∞), there exists C > 0 such that for any ϕ, ψ ∈ D (Mp) 0 with supp(ϕ)∪ supp(ψ) ⊆ K, the following estimate holds:
(ii) Let a 0 ≥ 0, and let e −a0· G ∈ L(S {Mp} (R), L(E)). Then, for every h ′ > 0, for every a > a 0 , and for every non-empty compact set K ⊆ [0, ∞), there exists C > 0 such that for any ϕ, ψ ∈ D , we have
Let the numbers h ′ > 0 and a > a 0 be fixed, let K be a non-empty compact subset of . We will prove that the function e (a0−a)· (ϕ * ψ)(·) ∈ S Mp,h (R) for all h ∈ (0, h ′ H/4(1 + a − a 0 )); here H denotes the constant from the condition (M.2). Set K ′ := (K+supp(γ 1 )) ∪ (K+supp(ω 1 )) and K ′′ := K + K ′ . Using the product rule, Young's inequality and the condition (M.2), we have that
The final conclusion follows from the decomposition e −a· G, ϕ * ψ = e −a0· G, e (a0−a)· (ϕ * ψ) and the continuity of mapping e −a0· G : S Mp,h → L(E), with the number h ∈ (0, h ′ H/4(1 + a − a 0 )) chosen arbitrarily.
Remark 2.2.
(i) Notice that we have not used the structural theorem for the space of tempered vector-valued ultradistributions in the proof (cf. [21, Theorem 2.2] ) and that we do not need the condition (M.3) here. Observe also that the proof of Proposition 2.1 works in the case that E is a general sequentially complete locally convex space ( [22] ).
(ii) As mentioned above, Proposition 2.1 is inspired by Lemma 1 of [9] . Regrettably, it seems that the assertions of [9, Theorem 2-Theorem 3] cannot be so simply reconsidered for exponential ultradistribution semigroups. Speaking-matter-of-factly, in ultradistribution case we cannot prove the existence of number N such that an analog of the estimate [9, (9) ] holds.
In the remaining part of this section, we shall always assume that the condition (M.3) holds. The following entire function of exponential type zero ( [5] , [13] ) plays an important role in our further work:
Then |ω (Mp) (z)| ≥ e M(|z|) , z ∈ C and the properties (P.1)-(P.5) stated in [17, Subsection 3.6.2] hold.
Suppose now that A generates an exponential ultradistribution semigroup of (M p )-class. By Theorem 1.3, it readily follows that there exist numbers a ≥ 0, k > 0 and L > 0 such that {λ ∈ C : ℜλ > a} ⊆ ρ(A) and R(λ : A) ≤ Le M(k|λ|) , λ ∈ C, ℜλ > a. Letā > a. Then there exists a sufficiently large number n 0 ∈ N such that, for every n ∈ N with n ≥ n 0 , the operator A generates a global exponentially bounded C n -regularized semigroup (S n (t)) t≥0 on E, where
x ∈ E and C n := S n (0).
cf. the proof of [17, Theorem 3.6.4] (in this result, we have clarified the result on generation of local C-regularized semigroups; observe, however, that in the case of exponential ultradistribution semigroups the resulting C n -regularized semigroup is global and exponentially bounded because the integration is taken along the line connecting the pointsā − i∞ andā + i∞, not along the upwards oriented boundary of a suitable ultra-logarithmic region of (M p )-class). An elementary application of Cauchy's formula, taken together with the consideration in the paragraph containing the equation [17, (316) ] and [17, Lemma 3.6.5, Theorem 3.6.6], implies that
, n ≥ n 0 and that for each x ∈ E (Mp) (A) a unique solution of the abstract Cauchy problem (ACP ) :
is given by u(t) = S n (t)C n x ds, t ≥ 0 (n ≥ n 0 ). Thus, we have proved the following theorem. Theorem 2.3. Suppose that (M.3) holds for (M p ) and A generates an exponential ultradistribution semigroup of (M p )-class. Then for each x ∈ E (Mp) (A) there exists a unique solution u(t) of the abstract Cauchy problem (ACP ) satisfying additionally that for each h > 0 there exist n ≥ n 0 and c > 0 such that (2.3) holds. Furthermore, for each x ∈ E (Mp) (A) and α ∈ (0, 1) there exists a unique solution of the abstract fractional Cauchy problem (ACP ) α .
It is worth noting that the assertion of Theorem 2.3 continues to hold, with suitable modifications, in the setting of Fréchet spaces and that possible applications can be made to differential operators considered in [17, Example 3.5.15] and [22, Example 9.3] .
